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Abstract

A comparison between transfer path analysis and operational path analysis methods using an electric vehicle is presented in this study. Structure-borne noise paths to the cabin from different engine and suspension points have been considered. To realise these methods, two types of test have been performed; operational tests on a rolling road and hammer tests in static conditions. The main aim of this work is assessing the critical paths which are transmitting the structure-borne vibrations from the electric vehicle’s vibration sources to the driver’s ear. This assessment includes the analysis of the noise contribution of each path depending on the frequency and vehicle speed range and moreover, the assessment of the path noise impact for harmonic orders which arise due to the physical components of the electric vehicle. Furthermore, the applicability of these methods to electric vehicles is assessed as these techniques have been extensively used for vehicles powered with internal combustion engines.
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1. Introduction

In the last decades, the regulatory requirements on the automotive sector have been made gradually stricter in environmental matters (Official Journal of the European Communities, 1991; 1994; 2002; 2007), in addition customers are demanding cheaper ways of transport (Official Journal of the European Union, 2008; Taymaz & Benli, 2014). These are the reasons why on the one hand, automotive companies have shown a keen interest in improving the energy efficiency in petrol and diesel engine vehicles and, on the other hand, alternative ways of producing energy that replaces or decreases the petrol and diesel fuel consumption have been looked for (Chan, 1993; Chan, 2002; DeLuchi, 1989; El-Refaie, 2011; Fukuo et al., 2001; Taymaz & Benli, 2014; Thanapalan et al., 2011). In this framework, hybrid vehicles (HV) and electric vehicles (EV) are two of the technological approaches adopted. These types of vehicle present the advantage that they pollute the environment less than other conventional technology-based vehicles (El-Refaie, 2011; Fukuo et al., 2001; Judd & Overbye, 2008; Taymaz & Benli, 2014), nevertheless one issue of concern has been the noise impact that they incur (Ahlersmeyer, 2009; De Klerk & Ossipov, 2010; Elliott et al., 2013; Gajdatsy et al., 2009; Guasch et al., 2013;
Lennström et al., 2014; Plunt, 2005). In this regard, whilst the radiated noise in the exterior of these vehicles is almost non-existent in low-speed regime, the interior noise does not fulfil high standards in terms of comfort. The former can cause accidents with pedestrians and the latter could make the potential customer reluctant to purchase the vehicle. Hence, resolving these noise issues is of crucial importance.

In this framework, the interest on Noise, Vibration and Harshness (NVH) has been growing over time, turning out to be one of the main areas related to the customer perception of quality in vehicles. In the open literature (De Klerk & Rixen, 2010; De Klerk & Ossipov, 2010; Gajdatsy et al., 2009; Janssens et al., 2011; Lennström et al., 2014; Magrans, 1981; Magrans, 1993; Padilha & De Frana Arruda, 2006), various approaches have been reported in order to define the passive transfer paths that vibrations or acoustic signals use to propagate through the vehicle. One of these methods, the Transfer Path Analysis (TPA), was first developed in the early ‘80s and was seen as a tool to improve the NVH performance of several systems. This method has the main goal of reducing and improving the noise perceived in the cabin by the driver and the rest of occupants in the vehicle (Ahlersmeyer, 2009; De Klerk & Ossipov, 2010; Elliott et al., 2013; Plunt, 2005). Following this procedure, it is possible to measure the effect, in terms of noise or vibration that a source is producing, on a receiver and to determine which structure/air-borne paths are utilised. As a matter of fact, this method determines the relationship between the input generated by the sources and the receiver output. Depending on these inputs and outputs, different TPA variations can be applied. Eventually, it becomes possible to assess in which path a modification should be implemented in order to improve the system behaviour, considering the vehicle speed and frequency conditions that have to be refined. The strengths of this approach are the ease of validating the results and the fact that cross-coupling effects between paths are always considered. Ideally, the latter should be small or even negligible, which means that the influence of a force applied on a specific point must be maximum at the application point, with the other force contributions being negligible compared to this one (Janssens et al., 2011).

Classical TPA was seen as a useful method to improve the NVH performance of different systems e.g. cars, aircrafts and boats; nevertheless some weaknesses in the method and the need for quicker methods led researchers to develop new techniques entirely based upon in-situ measurements (De Klerk & Ossipov, 2010; De Sitter et al., 2010; Gajdatsy et al., 2009; Gajdatsy et al., 2010; Janssens et al., 2011; Maia et al., 2001). New procedures similar to this technique but following different methodologies have been developed over the last years, such as the Operational Path Analysis (OPA) and Operational Path Analysis with exogenous inputs (OPAX). Among these methods, the classic OPA is the quickest method to implement but the validity of its results is difficult to assess (De Klerk & Ossipov, 2010; Gajdatsy et al., 2010; Maia et al., 2001), thus the lack of reliability of this technique is one of its weaknesses. Furthermore, in order to obtain accurate results with this approach, low cross-coupling is required and all the active paths must be considered in the analysis. From the literature (De Sitter et al., 2010), a variation of the OPA based on the indirect application of transmissibility concepts has been developed, although its applicability on a vehicle has still to be proven. With regard to OPAX, which is a method that evolved from the TPA and OPA methods, it has the novelty of using a parametric model to estimate the operational loads (Janssens et al., 2011). This approach claims to be more accurate than other load calculation methods in TPA, such as the dynamic stiffness method. Nonetheless, this OPAX method is more expensive in terms of execution time than the OPA method.

Despite the fact that the classical OPA method (direct transmissibility concept) has shown some limitations due to the requirement of considering all the paths and using low-coherence among the signals, the automotive
industry is strongly interested in implementing it because of the possibility of obtaining TPA-like results much quicker. The main advantage that OPA presents with respect to the other methods is that there is no need to identify the interface loads. Therefore, as the Frequency Response Functions (FRFs) are not necessary, the classical OPA is a quicker and less complex method based on the measurement/calculation of the transmissibility functions in operational tests (static tests are not required).

In this paper, a comparison between classic TPA and OPA methods in an EV has been made, taking into account the structure-borne noise introduced to the cabin from the motor mounts and the suspension points. The strengths and weaknesses of each method are presented. The hypothesis that the motor and suspensions (road) generate most of the acoustic noise in the cabin is also examined. Moreover, these TPA methods which are typically used for vehicles with internal combustion engines are now applied to an electric vehicle in this work. Hence, the versatility of these methods in an EV is assessed, which is the main novelty of this work.

The paper is divided in five sections. Section 2 provides the necessary background for the comprehension of the methods used in this study. In this section, the methodologies to develop the transfer path analysis are presented. In Section 3 the facilities and equipment used during the experimental tests as well as the description and layout of the different kinds of tests carried out in the study are described. In Section 4 the results of the two methods are assessed and compared, whilst in Section 5 the main conclusions are highlighted.

2. Methodology

The theoretical fundamentals of the TPA and OPA approaches are described in this section. With regard to these methods, the system to analyse is usually divided into a passive and an active part. The passive part contains the means that transmit the vibration and noise (paths) and the objects/people that absorb these vibrations (receivers), whilst the active part generates these fluctuations (sources) (Gajdatsy et al., 2010). Hence, the system could be divided on three different elements depending on their behaviour; sources, paths and receivers. The definitions of these three elements according to (Van der Seijs et al., 2016) are:

- Source: internal DoFs belonging to the active components that cause the operational excitation but are unmeasurable in practice
- Interface / passive paths: coupling DoFs residing on the interface between the active and the passive components
- Receiver: response DoFs at locations of interest on the passive component, possibly including acoustic pressures and other physical quantities

Particularly in this work, the electric vehicle (Figure 1) is therefore composed of: 1) sources, which generate the vibrations (the electric motor and the road); 2) receivers, which accept the noise (driver); and 3) transfer paths, as the structure-borne paths that the oscillations use to propagate themselves (mainly chassis and bodywork).
2.1 Transfer path analysis

Transfer Path Analysis is the classic method used to determine the relationship between the inputs, generated by the sources, and the receiver outputs. Depending on these inputs and outputs, different TPA approaches can be followed. In this study, as only structure-borne paths impact on the cabin is considered, the inputs are forces and the outputs are acoustic pressures. Since static tests are required to characterise the behaviour of each path, the model performance does not depend on the outcome of operational tests as in other approaches (such as OPA). Therefore, the key is to select the most important paths so that the behaviour of the model is close to reality. The validity of the results is determined by comparison between real acoustic pressure values and the simulated ones. Another interesting aspect is that the cross-coupling effects, introduced when the engine is mounted, are always considered. Nonetheless, the execution time is higher than the OPA because many impact hammer tests (static tests) have to be performed in order to determine the FRFs.

TPA can be typically divided in three main stages: i) FRF measurements; ii) operational measurements; and iii) results and assessment (Gajdatsy et al., 2010; Gaudin & Gagliardini, 2007; Janssens & Britte, 2012). As the transfer matrix calculation method has been used in order to define the behaviour of the system, the first stage consists of performing static tests to obtain the force-to-acceleration FRFs in the transfer matrix \( H_i(\omega) \) and the force-to-acoustic pressure FRFs \( FRF_i(\omega) \) (Gajdatsy et al., 2010; Janssens et al., 2011).

\[
H_i(\omega) = \begin{bmatrix}
    a_{11}^h & \cdots & a_{1n}^h \\
    f_{1}^h & \cdots & f_{n}^h \\
    \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
    a_{n1}^h & \cdots & a_{nn}^h \\
    f_{1}^h & \cdots & f_{n}^h
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(1a)

\[
FRF_i(\omega) = \frac{p_i^h}{f_i^h}
\]

(1b)

Where \( i \) is the path number, superscript \( h \) denotes a hammer test and \( a_i, f_i \) and \( p_i \) are the measured accelerations, forces and pressures. Recent studies (Lennström et al., 2016; Moorhouse et al., 2009; Van den Bosch et al., 2014) have highlighted the validity of “in-situ” measurements of the interface forces, \( f_i \). For the current study, the motor remained mounted to the vehicle body and, thus, the interface forces are correctly termed “blocked” forces.
The second stage (operational measurements) comprises run-up tests which are performed at a range of speeds of interest. In these tests, the operational forces are introduced to the system by the engine motion, while the operational accelerations and acoustic pressures are collected at the same points as in the FRF measurements. The blocked operational forces, \( f_i(\omega) \), are calculated by means of the operational accelerations, \( a_i(\omega) \), and the acceleration-to-force FRF transfer matrix \( H_i(\omega) \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\begin{pmatrix}
  f_1 \\
  \vdots \\
  f_n
\end{pmatrix} = H_i^{-1}(\omega) \cdot
\begin{pmatrix}
  a_1 \\
  \vdots \\
  a_n
\end{pmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]

(2a)

Once the blocked operational forces are known, the simulated acoustic pressure for each path, \( p_i(\omega) \), can be calculated by these forces and the force-to-acoustic pressure FRFs. The pressure due to each path is then added together to provide a calculation of the total pressure, \( p_C^{TPA}(\omega) \), in the interior cabin response point:

\[
\begin{align*}
p_C^{TPA}(\omega) = \sum_{i=1,n}^{} p_i(\omega) = \sum_{i=1,n}^{} FRF_i(\omega) \cdot f_i(\omega)
\end{align*}
\]

(2b)

Where the superscript \( TPA \) refers to a TPA calculation and the subscript \( C \) refers to a calculated pressure.

Eventually, a comparison between the calculated and the corresponding operational acoustic pressure is conducted to assess the validity of the results.

A more detailed description of the methodology is provided in section 4.3.

2.2 Operational path analysis

From the literature (De Klerk & Ossipov, 2010; De Sitter et al., 2010; Gajdatsy et al., 2010; Maia et al., 2001), two different methods have been identified: the first one is based on the direct application of transmissibility concepts and the second one on an indirect application of these concepts. The latter has not been implemented in this paper because of applicability difficulties to the case of study. The operational path analysis with direct application of transmissibility concepts (hereinafter called OPA) has two main advantages (De Klerk & Ossipov, 2010; Gajdatsy et al., 2010; Maia et al., 2001). The first is that it is not necessary to calculate the loads that the engine introduces in the system since the transmissibility functions do not require them (only accelerations are necessary). The second advantage is that a large number of tests are not required (static tests are not performed), making this method the quickest and at the same time the least complex.

Although this method is the easiest and quickest to perform, it might introduce issues because of the difficulties present in validation of its results. The first weakness is due to the estimation of the transmissibility matrix because the inverse acceleration matrix is needed. Moreover, unlike the TPA method, cross-coupling affects the transmissibility functions significantly. For this reason, low cross-coupling is compulsory to obtain reliable results (Gajdatsy et al., 2010). This method is also sensitive in terms of path consideration, thus all the main active paths must be considered so as to obtain reliable results. This occurs because the contributions of the missing paths are added to the measured ones. Therefore, if some of the main active paths are not considered, distorted results are obtained.

OPA can be divided in three main stages (Gajdatsy et al., 2010): i) operational measurements; ii) transmissibility function calculation; and iii) results and assessment. Operational measurements are performed in the same way as described for the TPA. With the accelerations of the body, \( a^{1,2}_i(\omega) \), and the acoustic pressure
measurements in the cabin, $p_{c}^{LOPA}(\omega)$, the transmissibility functions, $T_i(\omega)$, of each path related by equation (3):

$$p_{c}^{LOPA}(\omega) = \sum_{i=1,n} T_i(\omega) \cdot a_{i}^{1,2}(\omega)$$

(3)

Where the superscripts 1, 2, OPA denote tests 1, 2 or OPA calculated, respectively. Finally, the obtained results are assessed, determining which transfer path is the most critical for a specific frequency. A full description of the methodology is provided in section 4.2.

3. Experimental measurements

In order to conduct both transfer path methods explained in the previous section, several experiments have to be carried out. More specifically, two common approaches (Ahlersmeyer, 2009; Padilha & De Frana Arruda, 2006) have been followed: static tests (in this case, hammer/impact tests) and dynamic tests (operational tests). On one hand, in the static tests, the accelerations and acoustic pressures are collected at the same time as a known force is applied in the points of interest. On the other hand, in the operational tests, the acceleration and noise are measured in the same locations as in the static tests but when the vehicle is in operation. Whilst the static tests were performed in a vehicle lifting bay using an impact hammer with a metallic tip, the operational tests required a chassis dynamometer where the dynamic experiments were performed. All the data gathered in this stage was post-processed to calculate the acceleration-to-force and force-to-acoustic-pressure FRFs.

Before the tests were performed, it was crucial to choose the path locations by analysing the layout of the vehicle’s powertrain. The vehicle used was an electric car in which the most important feature is that the powertrain lays over the rear axis. For the sake of vehicle model simplicity and due to the available equipment, the eight paths assumed to be radiating the most structure-borne noise were identified. The first three locations (1-3) correspond to the three main powertrain mounts: in each location the vertical and longitudinal axes of the vehicle were considered for measurements. Two further measurement points (4, 5) have been considered at the locations where the rear suspension is supported in the vertical direction (these locations are shown in Figure 2 and labelled in Table 1).

Table 1 Location of the accelerometers installed and their directions on the vehicle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>MEASUREMENT POINT</th>
<th>DIRECTION</th>
<th>ACCELEROMETER LABEL</th>
<th>ASSOCIATED PATH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engine mount 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Vertical direction(Y)</td>
<td>1Y</td>
<td>1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine mount 2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Vertical direction(Y)</td>
<td>2Y</td>
<td>2nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine mount 3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Vertical direction(Y)</td>
<td>3Y</td>
<td>3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspension 1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Vertical direction(Y)</td>
<td>4Y</td>
<td>4th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspension 2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Vertical direction(Y)</td>
<td>5Y</td>
<td>5th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine mount 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Axial direction (X)</td>
<td>1X</td>
<td>6th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine mount 2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Axial direction (X)</td>
<td>2X</td>
<td>7th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine mount 3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Axial direction (X)</td>
<td>3X</td>
<td>8th</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Once the accelerometers were installed, the next step was the microphone installation inside the car. This was positioned according to the relevant ISO norm 5128:1980 (Harrison, 2004) near the driver's ear position (Figure 3).
In order to perform the TPA, it was necessary to have the relation between the applied forces and accelerations in the considered locations (later called acceleration-to-force FRF). This is the reason why hammer tests were performed at this stage of the work. Furthermore, acoustic pressure data were collected during these tests in order to calculate the force-to-acoustic-pressure FRF used in later stages. All the gathered impact data had an average coherence between the impact and response greater than 0.9, as shown in Figure 4. To carry out the test and collect data, a LabVIEW script was built to first visualize the test measurements and second to export the data into a file which could be read by Matlab.

After the static tests were performed, the electric vehicle was installed on the roller bench (chassis dynamometer) to initiate the operational tests (Figure 5 and Figure 6). These tests comprised a vehicle run-up from 0 to 100 km/h whilst measuring the accelerations and acoustic pressure. As it can be seen in Figure 6,
three different regions can be distinguished: the first of which corresponds to the run-up interval; the second of
which is almost a stationary region; and the third of which corresponds to the run-down interval. In this study,
only the first region was used to calculate the results. The other two regions were analysed to check the correct
behaviour of the model, meaning that the behaviour in the run-up period has to be consistent with the behaviour
in the run-down period. The whole test was constrained to last one minute because of two reasons: first, it takes
some time to accelerate the vehicle up to 100 km/h; and second, the sample frequency was 5 kHz, which means
that if the tests lasted more than one minute, the exported data files would be too large to handle (bigger than 1
Gb).

The facilities used to perform the tests were a non-anechoic roller bench (Figure 5) and a non-anechoic bay
lift. These limitations naturally led to inaccuracies by not considering the exterior noise as an acoustic source.
In this study, although airborne paths were not considered, the exterior sound level was measured (lower than
45 dB(A)) in order to have an estimate of the magnitude of the error likely to occur by not considering it.

![Figure 5 Photographs of the electric vehicle mounted on the chassis dynamometer (roller bench): a) vehicle in the laboratory; and b) the rear wheel on the rollers.](image)

![Figure 6 Example of the data gathered in LabView environment during an operational test between 0-60 s: the 8 acceleration signals are displayed at the top; the speed of the car is displayed at the bottom left; and the sound pressure level in dB(A) at the driver’s ear is provided at bottom right.](image)
4. Results and discussion

In this section, the OPA and TPA results and a comparison between the two methods are presented. First, an assessment of the accelerometer measurements was done in order to correlate them in terms of modal frequencies and their orders with available past experimental results.

4.1. Correlation with past results

Based on the mechanical setup of the EV, a preliminary analysis focusing on the identification of the natural frequencies and the main excited orders was performed. According to these results, three resonances were expected, one in the region between 200 and 250 Hz, one between 600 and 650 Hz and another between 700 and 800 Hz. All three expected resonances were captured by accelerometers located in different positions and directions in the EV and Figure 7 shows an example from the engine mount 2 vertical accelerometer signal.

![Figure 7 Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) for the signal from accelerometer 2Y.](image)

Regarding the signal harmonics, seven orders were expected. Two of them (order 0.16 and 0.49) represent the first and third harmonics of the wheel rotation (respectively), three of them are related to the electric motor rotation (order 1) and its construction technology (order 8 is related to the number of rotor poles and order 48 is related to the stator coils) and two of them (order 10.71 and 25) refer to the gearbox. These orders are referred to the electric motor rotation as can be extracted. In order to explain some of these order numbers, a description of the layout of the transmission is necessary. The transmission consists of two helical gears pairs. The first pair is composed by a 25-tooth pinion and a 42-tooth wheel, whilst the second consist of an 18-tooth pinion, which is located in the same shaft as the wheel of the first pair, and a 65-tooth wheel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the harmonic</th>
<th>Gear ratio</th>
<th>Harmonic number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harmonic of the first pair pinion</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmonic of the second pair pinion</td>
<td>(25 / 42) x 18</td>
<td>10.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmonic of the output (wheel)</td>
<td>(25 / 42) x (18 / 65)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 8 shows the predicted orders which can be found in the results of the run-up tests.

![Figure 8 STFT illustrations of the engine orders for the signal from accelerometer 2Y: a) 0 to 2000 Hz; and b) 0 to 200 Hz.](image)

Although the other channels have not been shown for the sake of brevity, similar results were obtained by post-processing all the acquired signals.

4.2. Operational path analysis (OPA)

In this subsection, the results derived from the OPA are shown and assessed. The procedure followed to obtain these results is presented in the flowchart of Figure 9. The methodology comprises of post-processing and assessment of two different operational tests. Using the first test data, the transmissibility functions are calculated by applying equation (3) and then, with the second operational test measurements and transmissibility functions, the acoustic pressure is obtained by means of equation (3) again. The procedure is now illustrated using data from the EV measurements.
First, test data was gathered \((a_i^1(t) \text{ and } p_{m}^1(t))\) and transformed to the frequency domain \((a_i^1(\omega) \text{ and } p_{m}^1(\omega))\), where \(i\) is the path number \((i=1,n \text{ and } n=8)\), subscripts \(m\) and \(c\) denote measured and computed, respectively, and the superscript \(1\) and \(2\) denotes the test number. The transmissibility functions \((T_i(\omega))\) were then calculated using the H1 estimator method. In order to check the accuracy and validity of the acquired mathematical results, two different tasks were completed. First, using the transmissibility functions and the measured accelerations, the acoustic pressure was calculated \((p_{c}^\omega(\omega))\) and was compared with the measured signal \((p_{m}^\omega(\omega))\). As can be seen in Figure 10, both spectra have a good agreement as expected, since the mathematical procedure is based on assigning to the considered paths the measured acoustic pressure.
Figure 10 STFT showing the sound pressure level in dB(A) near the driver’s ear position with respect to frequency and vehicle speed: a) measured; and b) calculated using the OPA procedure 1.

Ideally, the transmissibility functions must represent the real behaviour of the car transfer paths not only for the test which was used to calculate them, but also for every subsequent operational test. Therefore, a second operational test was performed to check the general applicability of the transmissibility functions. The second test data was gathered ($a_i^2(t)$ and $p_m^2(t)$) and transformed to frequency domain ($a_i^2(\omega)$ and $p_m^2(\omega)$), obtaining finally the acoustic pressure ($p_c^{OPA}(\omega)$) by means of multiplying the second test accelerations by the transmissibility functions obtained in test 1 as illustrated in Figure 9. Once the acoustic pressure was calculated, it was compared with the measured signal from the second operational test ($p_m^2(t)$). As can be seen in Figure 11, similar results are obtained regarding the acoustic levels in the whole frequency and speed range. Some discrepancies can be seen though in the higher frequency range (>1000 Hz) and at low speeds (<30 km/h).

Figure 11 STFT showing the sound pressure level in dB(A) near the driver’s ear position against frequency and vehicle speed: a) measured; and b) calculated using the OPA procedure 2.

Once the methodology validation stage is complete, two different sets of results were obtained. The former represents the equivalent noise transmitted through each path (Figure 12 and Figure 13) and the latter is the equivalent noise of all the paths for each powertrain order of interest, represented by the partial path contribution plot (Figure 14). In Figure 14, each row shows the partial contribution of a single path to the target response as a function of the vehicle speed for a given engine order (Gajdatsy et al., 2010). The partial contribution of a single path in OPA is the measured acceleration of the path multiplied by its corresponding transmissibility function, whilst in TPA it is the load multiplied by its corresponding load-to-acoustic pressure FRF.
Figure 12 STFT’s showing the sound pressure level in dB(A) due to each transfer path against frequency and vehicle speed: a) 1st path; b) 2nd path; c) 3rd path; d) 4th path; e) 5th path; f) 6th path; g) 7th path; and h) 8th path.
From the results shown in Figure 12, it can be appreciated that depending on the frequency range, different noise contributions should be expected. Analysing Figure 12, two different limit frequencies are observed because of a change in each path’s impact at (500 and 1000 Hz). For this reason the assessment can be categorised in three different regions: i) low frequencies, below 500 Hz; ii) medium frequencies, between 500-1000 Hz; and iii) high frequencies, above 1000 Hz.

Regarding these three frequency regions and assessing the different path contribution, several conclusions can be reached. With regard to the low frequency region, almost all the paths have an important role. Nevertheless, the 6th and 7th paths have a prominent role in this range. This means that the X direction has a higher contribution than the Y direction. With respect to the medium frequency region, the 3rd, 6th and 7th paths transmit most of the noise. Regarding the last frequency range, mainly the 4th and 5th paths transmit the noise to the cabin. Thus, it can be extracted from the results that the paths related to the motor have a major role in the low and medium frequency ranges, whilst the suspension paths are responsible for the vibrations in the high frequency range. The assessment of the results is summarized in Figure 13, in which the different locations and noise contributions are pictured. The colour of the arrows corresponds to the indicated dB scale.

From the second set of results, the assessment of the paths’ noise contribution for each order of interest is conducted. This is performed by extracting the noise contribution from each path (from the first set of results) for a specific frequency/speed ratio. As in the former set of results, it can be appreciated that depending on the speed region, different behaviour in terms of which path is more prominent was observed (Figure 14). Thus, three different speed regions were studied: i) low speed region, which covers the 0-30 km/h range; ii) medium speed region, from 30-80 km/h; and iii) high speed region, encompassing the 80-100 km/h range.
Figure 14 STFT's showing the OPA calculated sound pressure levels (SPL) due to each path (1 to 8) as well as the calculated total SPL (“sum”) and the total measured SPL (“meas”) at the dominant engine orders: a) order 0.16; b) order 0.49; c) order 1; d) order 8; e) order 10.71; f) order 25; and g) order 48.
An assessment summary is shown in Figure 15, where the most prominent paths depending on the speed region are exhibited for each order of interest. The colour of the arrows corresponds to the indicated dB scale.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NOISE CONTRIBUTIONS</th>
<th>LOW SPEED (&lt; 30 km/h)</th>
<th>MEDIUM SPEED (30 – 80 km/h)</th>
<th>HIGH SPEED (&gt; 80 km/h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ORDER 0.16</td>
<td><img src="1" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="2" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="3" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORDER 0.49</td>
<td><img src="4" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="5" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="6" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORDER 1</td>
<td><img src="7" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="8" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="9" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORDER 8</td>
<td><img src="10" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="11" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="12" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORDER 10.71</td>
<td><img src="13" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="14" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="15" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORDER 25</td>
<td><img src="16" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="17" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORDER 48</td>
<td><img src="18" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="19" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 15 Summary illustrations of the relative strength of each path (1 to 8) calculated using OPA at the dominant engine orders in the low, medium and high speed ranges.

From Figure 15 some general conclusions can be extracted. It can be seen that the motor source is more important than the suspension in the low speed region for all the orders, whilst the suspension paths have a
higher impact in the high speed region. In the medium speed region, the suspension paths may have a higher
effect on the acoustic level than the electric motor paths depending on the order of interest. Specifically, in the
orders lower than 10.71, the motor paths are more prominent than the suspension ones, the contrary if the case
when the order is higher than 25. Moreover, the Y direction is more important generally than the X direction in
almost all the orders and speed regions.

4.3. Transfer path analysis (TPA)

In this third subsection, the TPA results are to be presented and assessed. The procedure followed is
presented in the flowchart of Figure 16. The methodology comprises the post-processing of two different tests:
static impact tests; and dynamic operational tests. From the impact test data, the FRFs, first between
accelerations and forces and second between forces, and acoustic pressures were measured. Then, with these
FRFs and the operational test measurements, the acoustic pressure is calculated by applying the inverse matrix
method (equations (1) and (2)). A summary of the procedure is illustrated in Figure 16 using the measured EV
data, where $i$ is the path number ($i=1,n$ and $n=8$), subscripts $m$ and $c$ denote the measured and computed,
respectively, and the superscripts $h$ and $2$ denote the hammer test and the operational test number, respectively.
Several impact tests were performed in each point of interest (ten in each location and direction). From these tests, five impact tests were collected randomly in order to calculate the mean FRFs. In each impact test,
accelerations in all the points ($a_i^h(t)$), the applied force ($f_i^h(t)$) and the acoustic pressure in the cabin ($p_i^h(t)$) were measured, where superscript $h$ denotes the hammer test. With the acceleration and force data transformed to frequency domain ($a_i^h(\omega)$ and $f_i^h(\omega)$) and applying the inverse matrix method for each frequency, the transfer matrix between forces and accelerations was calculated ($H_i(\omega)$). Moreover, the FRFs between forces and acoustic pressure for each path ($FRF_i(\omega)$) was determined with a similar procedure but using $f_i^h(\omega)$ and $p_i^h(\omega)$.

Once both the FRFs (acceleration-to-force transfer matrix and force-to-acoustic pressure matrix FRFs) were computed, the operational test data was collected and transformed to frequency domain, $a_i^2(\omega)$ and $p_m^2(\omega)$ (the same operational test as in the OPA method was used in order to compare the results). Then, the conversion of the operational accelerations to equivalent blocked forces ($f_i^2$) was performed, by means of the acceleration-force matrix ($H_i(\omega)$). With these blocked operational forces and the corresponding $FRF_i(\omega)$, the equivalent acoustic pressure transmitted by each path ($p_i^{TPA}(\omega)$) was calculated. Furthermore, adding all the considered paths, the equivalent acoustic pressure in the cabin was computed ($p_c^{TPA}(\omega)$) and compared with the measured one ($p_m^2(\omega)$). As can be seen in Figure 17, the agreement between both spectra is not very good in the high frequency range (above 1000 Hz). This indicates that there are missing sources or missing paths in the high frequency range. Nevertheless, although the agreement is not perfect, the versatility of the method has been demonstrated since a larger number of sources or paths can be considered without varying the methodology.

Once the validation stage is completed, two different sets of results are presented. The former represents the equivalent noise that each path is transmitting to the cabin (Figure 18 and Figure 19) and the latter is the equivalent noise of all the paths in the orders of interest, which is represented by the partial path contribution plot (Figure 20).
Figure 18 STFT showing the sound pressure level in dB(A) due to each transfer path against frequency and vehicle speed calculated using TPA: a) 1st path; b) 2nd path; c) 3rd path; d) 4th path; e) 5th path; f) 6th path; g) 7th path; and h) 8th path.
From the above mentioned set of results, the same evaluation as in the OPA method assessment was conducted in order to investigate which paths are transmitting the noise to the cabin and assess what is their impact. With this information, it can be determined which paths have a higher effect within a specific range of frequencies.

As commented in the previous subsection, depending on the range of frequencies considered, a different noise contribution is expected per path. When analysing the behaviour of these noise contributions, the same three frequency regions were considered: i) low frequencies (< 500 Hz); ii) medium frequencies (500-1000 Hz); and iii) high frequencies (> 1000 Hz). Regarding these three regions and assessing the contribution from different paths, the following conclusions can be reached. With regard to the low frequency region, almost all the paths have an important role. Nevertheless, the 1st to 4th and the 7th paths have a prominent role in this range. With respect to the medium frequency region, all the paths have similar contribution, with the 3rd being the most important. Regarding the high frequency region, the 4th and 5th paths convey the most noise to the cabin, nevertheless the impact is low. It can therefore be concluded that the electric motor paths have a major impact in the low and medium frequency ranges, whilst the suspensions are the elements transmitting most vibrations in the higher frequency range. The assessment of these results is summarized in Figure 19.

![Figure 19 Summary Illustrations of the contribution of each path in the low, medium and high frequency ranges calculated using TPA.](image)

From the second set of results (Figure 20), the assessment of the paths’ noise contribution for each order of interest is conducted. This is performed by extracting the noise contribution from each path for a specific frequency/speed ratio. As in the OPA case, it can be appreciated that depending on the speed region, different prominent paths are expected. Thus, three different regions were studied: i) low speed region (0-30 km/h); ii) medium speed region (30-80 km/h); and iii) High speed region (80-100 km/h).
Figure 20 STFT's showing the TPA calculated sound pressure levels (SPL) due to each path (1 to 8), as well as the calculated total SPL ("sum") and the total measured SPL ("meas") at the dominant engine orders: a) order 0.16; b) order 0.49; c) order 1; d) order 8; e) order 10.71; f) order 25; and g) order 48.
For the sake of visual clarity, in Figure 21 an assessment summary of the second set of results is presented, where the most prominent paths (depending on the speed region) for each order of interest are shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORDER</th>
<th>LOW SPEED (≤ 30 km/h)</th>
<th>MEDIUM SPEED (30 – 80 km/h)</th>
<th>HIGH SPEED (&gt; 80 km/h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ORDER 0.16</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORDER 0.49</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORDER 1</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORDER 8</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORDER 10.71</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORDER 25</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORDER 48</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 21 Summary illustrations of the relative contribution of each path (1 to 8) calculated using the TPA at the dominant engine orders in the low, medium and high speed ranges.
From Figure 21 some general conclusions can be drawn. It can be seen that it is not clear that the electric motor paths are more important than the suspension in the low speed region for all the orders, however it is clear for the higher orders (25\textsuperscript{th} and 48\textsuperscript{th}). A similar behaviour can be observed in the other two speed regions. Thus, suspension or motor paths can be important depending on the order assessed. What is clear is that the Y direction is more important than the X direction in almost all the orders and speed regions.

4.4. Comparison between OPA and TPA

In this section, a comparison between the two methods is presented. First, the main differences regarding the methodologies are explained and last, the main differences among the results produced by each method are described.

With regard to the methodology, several dissimilarities can be found. Whilst in OPA, only operational tests are necessary to execute the method, in TPA, both operational and static tests are required (in this case impact tests). In the OPA method, as the transmissibility functions are obtained by the measured acoustic pressure, other operational tests are needed to check the validity of these functions. Nonetheless, in TPA, as the system properties (acceleration-to-force and force-to-acoustic pressure FRFs) are calculated by static tests, only one operational test is required for validation. Moreover, whilst the OPA mathematical method uses the measured acoustic pressure in operational conditions to obtain the transmissibility functions, TPA does not employ this to calculate the properties of the system. This fact could lead to an error if all the main sources and paths are not considered, meaning that, in the OPA case, the mathematical procedure computes noise contributions to the considered paths which do not belong to them in reality if the path which carries the real noise impact is not considered. In the TPA case, if all the paths are not considered, there will be a discrepancy between the measured and the computed acoustic pressure due to the fact that the real noise impact is taken into account.

These methodology differences lead to different computed acoustic pressures for both methods. This can be appreciated in Figure 11 and Figure 17, where the computed and measured acoustic pressures are shown. Specifically, what can be observed is that the OPA acoustic pressure agrees better with the measured sound pressure level than for the TPA case. Nevertheless, this does not mean that the OPA method performs better than the TPA method, it means that more paths have to be taken into account. The main discrepancy between measured and computed acoustic pressures is observed in the high frequency range (above 1000 Hz). This leads to the conclusion that the OPA method is assigning some acoustic impact to the considered paths which is produced in reality by other sources and paths (this is why it is not observed in the TPA case).

Furthermore, in order to identify the similarities and dissimilarities between both OPA and TPA methods, the results regarding their paths’ contribution have been compared (i.e. Figure 12 versus Figure 18). From this assessment, it can be appreciated that there are some magnitude discrepancies between both methods, where TPA results are higher than the OPA results, nevertheless, both method results follow a similar trend under 1000 Hz. It can be seen that this trend changes in the high frequency region (above 1000 Hz), especially in the 4\textsuperscript{th} and 5\textsuperscript{th} paths, that correspond to the suspension. The OPA calculation suggests that in the high frequencies a significant contribution arises from the suspension paths, whilst the TPA results indicate that this is not the real behaviour. It seems that the TPA results are more reliable than the OPA results in this case, since the mathematical calculation of the OPA method assigns this impact to the paths which are more prone to transmitting these noise frequencies. As a general conclusion, it was inferred that TPA results are more reliable.
than OPA ones. Nevertheless, even if quantitatively the methods disagree, qualitatively they lead to the same solution which is that the electric motor source has a major impact in the low and medium frequency ranges, whilst the suspension paths are the elements transmitting vibrations in the higher frequency range.

From the assessment of the results presented in Figure 13 and Figure 19 regarding the noise impact in the orders of interest, similarities between both methods can be found. It can be appreciated that in both methods the paths which contribute to the noise in the cabin in each frequency range are the same. Moreover, although quantitatively they are not equal, qualitatively their impacts are similar. This means that even though the two methods lead to different values of acoustic pressure in the corresponding paths, the path importance tendency is the same in both methods. In the low frequency region, it can be observed that 1\textsuperscript{st}, 2\textsuperscript{nd} and 3\textsuperscript{rd} paths are more significant in the TPA results than in the OPA results, whilst in the 5\textsuperscript{th}, 6\textsuperscript{th} and the 7\textsuperscript{th} paths the impact is lower. As explained in the OPA subsection, the TPA results are the expected ones. Thus, it means that the Y direction is predominant in this frequency range. In the medium frequency range, the 6\textsuperscript{th} and 7\textsuperscript{th} path contributions are higher in OPA than in TPA. Furthermore, this behaviour remains the case in the high frequency range, which means that 4\textsuperscript{th} and 5\textsuperscript{th} path contributions are higher in OPA than in TPA.

From Figure 14 and Figure 20, a comparison between TPA and OPA results for acoustic pressure impact of each path regarding the orders of interest can be made and is shown in Figure 22. This figure presents the differences between the TPA and OPA results by showing the TPA results and marking the similarities (\checkmark) and discrepancies (\xmark) against corresponding the OPA results. Although there is some discrepancy, a qualitative agreement can be noticed. Moreover, from a comparison of the results (OPA and TPA) in all the considered orders, 6 out of 8 paths agree between the two methods as inferred from Figure 22.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NOISE CONTRIBUTIONS</th>
<th>LOW SPEED (&lt; 30 km/h)</th>
<th>MEDIUM SPEED (30 – 80 km/h)</th>
<th>HIGH SPEED (&gt; 80 km/h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ORDER 0.16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORDER 0.49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORDER 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORDER 8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORDER 10.71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORDER 25</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORDER 48</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 22: Contribution of each path (1 to 8) calculated using the TPA and agreement (✓) and discrepancies (✗) with the corresponding OPA result at the dominant engine orders in the low, medium and high frequency ranges.
5. Conclusions

Transfer Path Analysis and Operational Path Analysis were performed on an electric vehicle and the results were presented in this study. A comparison between both methods taking into account the eight structure-borne paths from the engine and the suspension points to the vehicle cabin has been presented. One of the aims of this study is to check the versatility of these two methods, commonly used in petrol and diesel engine cars. Beyond this goal, the additional aim of this work is to assess which paths are transmitting vibrations from the electric vehicle sources to the driver’s ear. For both OPA and TPA, two different sets of results have been presented: i) the noise contribution spectrum of each path; and ii) the path noise impact for some harmonic orders which arise due to the physical components of the electric vehicle. In the former case, three different frequency regions have been analysed in order to determine which paths are critical under these conditions. In the latter case, three speed regions have been analysed in order to determine which paths are critical in each order.

A comparison of the measured with the predicted interior noise from the TPA method (Figure 17) showed good qualitative similarity but indicated that not all the relevant paths were considered in the analysis. A comparison of the predicted OPA data with the corresponding predicted TPA data for each path indicated that below 1000 Hz the OPA method generally identified the correct frequency content in each path, however, the magnitudes of the data were often different.

In general, with respect to which paths are transmitting most of the noise to the cabin, the electric motor paths have a major impact in the low and medium frequency range, whilst the suspensions are the elements transmitting most vibrations in the higher frequency range. However, as noted above, the magnitudes of the contributions predicted by the OPA method may be in error because of the limited number of paths considered.

Regarding the versatility of the two methods when applied to an EV, one of the conclusions extracted from this study is that OPA results give a qualitative approximation and can be obtained within a short period of time, whilst to obtain the TPA results is a longer and more laborious procedure. Hence, if preliminary results are to be calculated, the OPA method can be suitable. For example, although it can be expected that a higher number of transfer paths will produce more accurate results, a good agreement against vehicle cabin measurements of acoustic pressure has been obtained in the low and medium frequencies (less than 1000 Hz) by using only eight paths. Thus, if a preliminary assessment in low frequency regions is required, a small number of paths would suffice to obtain satisfactory results.

Nonetheless, if more accurate results are expected, a more extensive TPA method is required. If not, distorted results are obtained in the OPA case and incomplete results are gathered in the TPA case.
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